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Crosman 1088 manual

Model number 1088 Name / Description CO2 powered by .177 caliber pistol. BB and granules. Production dates 2006 Parts Availability Parts available through Crosman. Owner Guide 1088-OM2.pdf Parts Chart 1088-EVP.pdf Did this shoot noted tip pellets?asked KrisNo they dig and stop on the way from the breach 1
to 10 times dome top bestRussis gun effective squirrel huntingasked Fran A.Is this item is allowed in my country (India)? Pls answer the asked sureshYes, can we ship to IndiaScott from usadoes cameras to draw back when shooting?asked DorianCan write to malaysia?asked shahPlease to contact our International
Shipping Department [e-mail protection] They can answer any questions you may have. Sincerely, Airgun Depot Customer Service TeamScott of USAwhat is a Co2 cartridge??? asked asifA Co2 cartridge is a small steel cylinder filled with compressed air, these pistols use a 12 gram-sized cartridge, and fits into the
handle on the weapon, and will last aprox. 60 to 80 shots, depending on the type of pistol/rifle you use. Hank from usasend this point in Cyprus and how much is shippng price?thank you asked mikeMike, Please contact our Department of International Shipping [e-mail protection] They can answer any questions you may
have. Sincerely, Airgun Depot Customer Service TeamScott of USAdo he comes with Co2 cartridges?asked samNoti it does not include Co2 carts, they are an ad to be like ambiguous items to buy, it includes some BB pellets and goggles. Hank of USAIs this gun made of steel or plastic ?asked mayuMayu, Answer your
question, that is, the frame is made of durable synthetic, and the barrel is rifle steel. I look forward to answering your question. Do not hesitate to contact us on any other matter. Sincerely, Airgun Depot Customer Service TeamScott from USAWhere do you load the pellets? asked Robert They to go to the central part
where the missed round would be discharged from the normal weapon. There is a little button you will hit on top there. It appears and reveals the disc where the beads go. They're like a revolver. Julian from the USAThis pistol uses a round magazine, which is embedded in the opening breech area. Halfway between the
front of the barrel and the back, a small lever allows the piece to pop up and open, where you put a round log, then press it down and close it. Handle time CO2. Patrick from the top of USAOn, who would be ejection, is a switch. Ejection appears, a rotary clip with 8 beads / bb fit. The clip is magnetic as well. So a bunch
of bbs will pick up, then can be pushed into the clip slots easily. GaryDoes he comes with co2? Or just gun glasses and ammunition? asked MarioMario, It does not come with co2. This package includes: 1088 Pistol, Ammo (100 Lead Pellets &amp;100 Steel BBs) &amp; Glasses. Sincerely, Airgun Depot Customer
Service Teamscott Teamscott USAWhere can I buy 8 round clips?asked Tom PoynterI got accessories from Amazon.comRobBus that's taking care of rabbits? What type of bb and pellets do you recommend?asked Frank GornyIt he will kill rabbits, squirrels, etc., but, kill nothing bigger than a small bird, you want to use
hollow dot pellets, they will do harm, it feels so clean to kill, you don't want anything to suffer that is just average and irresponsible and I hope your better than., BB's is the best shooting! Hank of USAApprox how long is co2 canister last? What is the cost of the replacement?asked John LampardThey will last aprox. 75
shots, more or less, they lose power as you get close to the end of the balloon's life., the price is not bad, you can buy a box of 25 for about $15 to $18 dollars, depending on where you buy them, Hank of the USAWill pistol kill rats? Crows?asked David EwingYes, Dave this gun will knock the ears off dirty rats, crows will
regret ever being around if you hit them in the upper breast or head, drop them like hail from the sky if your no more than 60 feet, and your goal is true! Hank from usAhi i really like this gun but I can bye it i am 26 but I do not have a license gun you have to have a license for it? asked martinTry to check the sight and if
there is a restriction you will receive a warning before you buy the product. There are many different regulations for all different countries and they are always changing, so we have created an automatic warring if there is a product based on your location, which is prohibited. The delivery price always changes, but you
should see the final price before you finish your purchase. Scott from usais gun powerful enough to kill squirrels? And at what distance?asked Kenny If you can hit them in the head or heart, you kill them, the maximum distance that is effective would be about 40-50 feet, further than that, you just hurt the critter and just
suffer if you have a lucky shot, I don't like to see the suffer things, get to be a good shot before trying to shoot little critters and birds. Hank of the USAcan you ship bb/pellet gun chicagoasked pernellRestrictions outside Illinois: -Airguns more than 700 fps and larger than .18 caliber restrictions in Chicago: -airguns -airsoft
guns-empty guns -empty pistol ammo Scott from the U.S. Ordered that the people who ordered this, it comes with that 25 C02 tanks? And the gun has ever leaked air after having it for a very long time?asked GeorgeIf you have leaking trouble inserting a new basket., try putting a drop of gun oil on the top of the basket.
(small end) before placing it in the gun. it makes a better seal because it does not tie rubber seals, because it is fastened. Hank from USABought takes out Walmart about 6 years ago. I put a new Co2 cartridge in it and about 3 shots and put it away. A few weeks later tried to fire and the pellets went maybe 10 feet. I
think the gas was leaked. I think my gun came up with a 3 CO2 cartridge and I purchased extra. Edward Jackson: Did this gun order fm Indiaasked Steve antonyGo to the website where the item you want. Click Add to Cart. (There will be a pop-up with other items if you want those) Then click Go to check-in if that's all
you want. When your check-out is in sight and there is a restriction, you will receive a warning before you buy the product. There are many different regulations for all different countries and they are always changing, so we have created an automatic warring if there is a product based on your location, which is prohibited.
Scott from the USAIs you fit the scope or laser in this pistol? What/size rails it is – dovetail or weaver?asked cliffIt has an accessory rolling under the barrel so you can add a laser, just outside the scope. Robert from the USAHow is shipping to PR? My zip code is 00602.asked Hector SantiagoTo puerto rico it will cost you
about 26 to 38 dollarsHank from USA, what is this weapon supposed to look like, a real gun?asked Timthis gun shouldn't be anything replica. It's your model, despite the fact that there is no fire in the hand. Scott's gun of the USAthis should not be a replica of anything. It's your model, despite the fact that there is no fire
in the hand. Scott from USAi am interested in how I can buy this item 1 unit ... to Indonesia as far as up to this toy up my country thanks so much asked syafitrahThank you are curious. If you have any questions about international order/delivery, please email us at [email protected] So that we can better help you. Steve
from the USA Does he shoot plastic BB's? asked bobcan you shoot soft BBS in this gun?asked BrendaNo it wouldn't shoot airsoft BBS, it's a pellet/metal BB gun. Steve from U.S. View Next © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Hoods, Assembly, Valve, Piercing, Crosman, Manufacture, Index, Detent, Barrel,
Holder, Www.crosman.com Www.crosman.com
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